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IS ASTRONOMY POSSIBLE WITH NEUTRAL ULTRAHIGHENERGY COSMIC RAY PARTICLES EXISTINGIN THE STANDARD MODEL?P. G. Tinyakov a;, I. I. Tkahev b;*aUniversité Libre de Bruxelles1050, Bruxelles, BelgiumbCERN Theory Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, SwitzerlandInstitute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaReeived May 11, 2007The reently observed orrelation between HiRes stereo osmi ray events with energies E � 1019 eV and BLLaertae objets ours at an angle that strongly suggests that the primary partiles are neutral. We analyzewhether this orrelation, if not a statistial �utuation, an be explained within the Standard Model, i. e., as-suming only known partiles and interations. We have not found a plausible proess that an aount forthese orrelations. The mehanism that omes losest � the onversion of protons into neutrons in the IRbakground of our Galaxy � still under-produes the required �ux of neutral partiles by about two orders ofmagnitude. The situation is di�erent at E � 1020 eV, where the �ux of osmi rays at Earth may ontain upto a few perent of neutrons, indiating their extragalati soures.PACS: 98.70.Sa, 98.35.-a, 14.80.-j1. INTRODUCTIONIt has been observed reently that various ultrahigh-energy osmi-ray (UHECR) data sets exhibit orrela-tions with the BL Laertae objets (BL La) at di�er-ent levels of signi�ane [1, 2℄. The HiRes stereo datawith the unpreedented angular resolution near 0:6Æ ap-peared reently. This dataset shows orrelations withBL Las at the angular sale ompatible with the an-gular resolution. The statistial signi�ane of the or-relation is estimated to be of the order of 10�4 (elevenoinidenes observed at about 3 expeted in the ab-sene of orrelations) [3, 4℄. The absene of adjustableuts makes it straightforward, for the �rst time, to pre-dit the signal that should be observed in the futuredata sets if BL Las are soures of the ultrahigh-energyosmi rays [5℄.The most striking feature of the orrelation foundin the HiRes data is that it ours at an angle muhsmaller than the typial de�etion of a proton of the*E-mail: tkahev�ms2.inr.a.ru

orresponding energy in the Galati magneti �eld(GMF). The purpose of this paper is to investigatewhether the existene of suh orrelations an be ex-plained within the Standard Model, i. e., assuming onlyknown partiles and interations. We argue that thisis extremely unlikely, if not impossible.To proeed with the argument, we need to makeseveral assumptions. Although these assumptions areplausible, they may not be valid. If this be the ase,the results of our analysis should be reonsidered.The assumptions are as follows.1) The fration of orrelating events at energyE > 1019 eV is larger than 1%.2) The GMF around the Earth loation has a oher-ent omponent with the strength of the order of 2�3 �G.3) The distanes to BL Las that are ounterparts(soures) of orrelating events are larger than 100Mp.The validity of assumption 1 was disussed in detailin Ref. [5℄. We note that it is impliitly assumed therethat energies of osmi rays are measured orretly.Assumption 2 involves the widely aepted value of556



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Is astronomy possible with neutral ultrahigh energy : : :the GMF in the viinity of Earth (see, e. g., Refs. [6℄for reent reviews). The preise magnitude of the GMFis not important for the argument; its variations by afator of 2 to 3 would not hange our onlusions.Finally, assumption 3 is needed beause some of theBL Las that ontribute to orrelations have unknownred shifts. It is usually expeted that these red shiftsexeed 0.1�0.2.Given assumptions 1�3, the argument proeeds asfollows. The de�etion of a E = 1020 eV proton in the2-�G oherent �eld extending over 1 kp is 1Æ. Mostof the events, however, have muh lower energies (forthe events of energies E > 1019 eV with the spetrumdereasing as 1=E3, the median energy is 1:5 �1019 eV).Sine the orrelating events follow the same distribu-tion [4℄, their typial de�etions are more than 7Æ. Theorrelation with the soures is therefore destroyed. Atsuh a small angular sale as observed, the orrelationsan survive in the following ases only.1) There exist �windows� in the GMF with a verylow value of the oherent omponent.2) A fration of primary partiles (primaries) is neu-tral.3) A fration of primaries is onverted to neutralpartiles before entering the GMF, i. e., at least 1 kpfrom Earth (assuming the GMF does not extend fur-ther than 1 kp from the disk).We onsider these three possibilities in Ses. 2�5.We limit ourselves to mehanisms based on partilesand interations existing in the Standard Model. Weshow that none of suh mehanisms an explain theobserved orrelation, unless very unlikely assumptionsare made. In Se. 6, we summarize the arguments andpresent the onlusions.2. MAGNETIC FIELDS2.1. Galati magneti �eldThe GMF onsists of two omponents, the oherentand the turbulent one. The existene of the oherentomponent is the main reason why the UHECR�BLLas orrelations at E � 1019 eV annot be explainedby protons. In models that are urrently in use, theoherent GMF extends to the whole Galaxy, being de-sribed by a simple analyti funtion. But suh a pi-ture is probably an oversimpli�ation. Observationally,there are many anomalies and features in the GMF.It is not totally exluded that the oherent ompo-nent is �pathy�. In other words, there may exist win-dows where the oherent omponent is negligible. In

this ase, the ultrahigh-energy protons may ross theGMF unde�eted when they ome from the diretionsof these windows. One may thus try to explain the ob-served orrelations by the existene of suh windows.For this mehanism to work, the random ompo-nent of the GMF in windows also has to satisfy somerequirements. The de�etion of protons in the random�eld is estimated asÆr = 0:5Æ 1019 eVE Br4 �Gs D1 kps L1 p ; (1)where E is the energy of proton, Br and L are respe-tively the rms value and the oherene length of therandom magneti �eld, and D is the propagation dis-tane. This de�etion has to be (muh) smaller than0:5Æ.The oherene length L is the most unertain ofthe above parameters. Quite often, a large values ofL up to L � 50 p are assumed. On the ontrary, inthose regions of the sky where the spetrum of the mag-neti �eld �utuations was measured, L turns out tobe small [7℄. For instane, the linearly polarized ontin-uum emission was studied in Ref. [8℄ in the test regionnear the Galati plane overing the range of the Gala-ti oordinates 325:5Æ < l < 332:5Æ, �0:5Æ < b < 3:5Æ.Polarized emission was found to originate mainly at thedistane about 3.5 kp. Interestingly, two large areasof a few square degrees eah were found to be devoid ofpolarization. It was argued that these voids were pro-dued by the foreground in whih the magneti �eld isdisordered, with the oherene length being L � 0:1�0.2 p. In these voids, the projetion of the oherentomponent of the magneti �eld on the line of sight wasfound to be less than 0.15 of the rms value of the ran-dom �eld strength. In the rest of the test region, i. e.,outside the voids, the oherene length is muh larger,but still the outer sale of turbulene did not exeed2 p [9℄. Thus, the existene of regions with Ær < 0:5Ædoes not seem impossible.This mehanism has a spei� signature that isstraightforward to test. If there exist windows witha small oherent omponent of the GMF, the Fara-day rotation measures must also be small in these win-dows. In other words, the Faraday rotations in the di-retions of orrelating UHECR events must be anoma-lously small. This may be tested statistially by om-paring the distribution of Faraday rotations in the di-retion of orrelating events with the distribution ofFaraday rotations in random diretions seleted in a-ordane with the distribution of BL Las and all os-557



P. G. Tinyakov, I. I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008mi ray events1). We have performed this test with theexisting data and found that the two distributions areindeed di�erent (Faraday rotations in the diretions se-leted with real data are anomalously small) with thesigni�ane of approximately 4% aording to the Kol-mogorov � Smirnov test. This is not a very signi�antdeviation. The result demonstrates, however, that themethod may work quite well with the future larger datasets.Although the existene of windows in the oherentomponent of the GMF goes against the standard lore,a muh better understanding of the GMF is requiredto de�nitely rule it out.2.2. Extragalati magneti �eldsFor the mehanism outlined above to work, the ex-tragalati magneti �elds (EGMFs) have to satisfy er-tain requirements (whih also apply to the senariosonsidered in Se. 4). The EGMFs are not measured.Computer simulations indiate [10, 11℄ that the mag-neti �eld strength in voids between lusters an bevery small, Br < 10�12 G, while the oherene lengthan easily be signi�antly smaller than 1 Mp. Equa-tion (1) then shows that de�etions in the voids are neg-ligible. It is interesting to note that EGMFs with suha small magnitude are in priniple measurable in obser-vations of TeV gamma rays from distant blazars [12℄.The strength of the �eld in �laments is larger. Butthe probability to ross many �laments is small andregions with small de�etions an oupy rather largefration of the sky area [10, 11℄ (however, see [13℄).Overall, the model where the EGMFs are su�ientlysmall and do not spoil orrelations is urrently aept-able. 3. NEUTRAL PRIMARIESAmong the known neutral partiles, neutrino, pho-ton, and atoms are su�iently stable to propagate overextragalati distanes. In this setion, we disuss thepossibility to explain orrelations by assuming that pri-mary osmi rays are omposed of these partiles.Both neutrinos and photons initiate air showersdeeper in the atmosphere than the hadroni primarypartiles. Therefore, these models an be falsi�ed withthe already existing data, e. g., by omparing the Xmax1) One may onstrut this set by hoosing the diretions toBL Las orrelating with the Monte-Carlo simulated osmi rayevents. In this way the distributions of both BL Las and theosmi ray events are taken into aount.

distributions of the orrelating events with that of thewhole set. Sine the orresponding data are still unpub-lished, we brie�y disuss the models based on neutrinoand photon and show that they have di�ulties per se,even without referring to Xmax distributions.3.1. NeutrinosAt E & 1019 eV, the ross setion of the neutrinointeration with protons is smaller by a fator of about3 � 10�7 than the pp ross setion [14℄. Therefore,the optial depth of the atmosphere for neutrinos is3 � 10�5. On the other hand, at this energy, the neu-trino �ux annot exeed the �ux of hadroni osmirays by more than a fator of 50 [15℄. It follows that atmost (a few)�10�4 of all osmi ray events an be due toneutrinos. This is more than a fator of 10 lower thanneeded to explain orrelations. Thus, neutrino with thestandard weak interations annot explain orrelationsobserved in the HiRes data set.A �genuine� (hypothetial) neutrino mehanismwould involve strong neutrino interations with the at-mosphere at high energies [16℄. Beause suh behavioris not part of the Standard Model, the orrespondingspeulations fall outside the sope of the present paper.Another possibility existing within the minimal ex-tention of the Standard Model by nonzero neutrinomasses, the Z-burst mehanism [17℄, requires an un-naturally large �ux of neutrinos at E > 1022 eV, whihis in on�it with the limits on neutrino �ux from ra-dio experiments [18℄. The partiles observed on theearth in aordane with this mehanism are mostlyphotons produed in the interations of the ultrahigh-energy neutrinos with the osmologial neutrino bak-ground on their way to Earth. Low radio bakgroundand small values of the EGMF are required to avoida on�it with the upper bound on the di�use �ux ofgamma rays [19℄. 3.2. PhotonsA set of onditions under whih the ultrahigh-energy photons an reah Earth from BL Las was on-sidered in Ref. [20℄. On their way, the photons inter-at with the osmi mirowave bakground radiation(CMBR) and radio-bakground photons and produee+e� pairs, one of these partiles typially arryingmost of the energy. These leading partiles in turnCompton up-satter CMBR photons to the energy al-most equal to the energy of the original photon. Thisproess is usually referred to as the eletromagnetiasade. The developing eletromagneti asade an558



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Is astronomy possible with neutral ultrahigh energy : : :reah Earth from several hundred megaparses with theenergy E � 1019 eV if the following onditions are sat-is�ed:a) the radio bakground is small, smaller than thetheoretially expeted value;b) the injetion spetrum proportional to E�� ishard, � . 1:5;) the maximum energy of photons at the sourereahes 1023 eV;d) the EGMFs are small, B < 10�12 G;e) the soures are predominantly photoni,L=Lp & 102, where L and Lp are the photon andproton luminosity of the soure.These onditions impose extreme requirements onthe astrophysial sites where suh photons an be pro-dued. There are no andidates known that ould sat-isfy these requirements.3.3. AtomsIn priniple, it may happen that a proton produesan e+e� pair in the osmologial radiation �eld and�dresses� itself with an eletron, forming a hydrogenatom and emitting a free positron. The di�erentialross setion of eletromagneti pair prodution by asingle photon in the Coulomb �eld of a nuleus with thesubsequent apture of an eletron is estimated as [21℄d�dEp = 4��6Z5m2e 1Ep ;where Z is the eletri harge of the ion, � is the �ne-struture onstant, and the positron energy Ep is sup-posed to be muh larger thanme. Multiplying the rosssetion integrated over energy by the density of theCMBR photons, we estimate the rate of the formationof hydrogen atoms, Z = 1, asRform � 10�5 Mp�1:The deay rate (ionization on the CMBR) is estimatedin the standard way by using the Klein �Nishina rosssetion. We �ndRdeay � 100 Mp�1:Thus, the fration of neutral partiles (atoms) pro-dued by this mehanism is of the order of 10�7, whihis too small to explain orrelations.As a side remark, we note that for heavy nulei,the rates of radiative apture and ionization are om-parable when Z � 25. This orresponds to the typi-al equilibrium harge of a heavy ion (iron or heavier)propagating in the CMBR.

4. CONVERSION TO NEUTRONS IN ORNEAR THE GALAXYTo be able to �y over 1 kp (the thikness of theGMF), a neutral partile reated at the outskirts ofthe Galaxy has to be su�iently stable. At the energy1019 eV, this implies�0 > 10 s m1 GeV 1019 eVEfor the rest-frame lifetime, where E and m are the en-ergy and the mass of the partile. Among the knownpartiles that we have not yet disussed, only neutronssatisfy this requirement. In this setion, we onsidervarious mehanisms of neutron reation in or near theGalaxy.There are several ways to produe neutrons in theStandard Model: photodisintegration of nulei, pho-toprodution on bakground photons by protons, andreation in pp reations and in the inverse �-deay onbakground neutrinos or photons. We onsider thesemehanisms in turn and argue that none of them anprodue a su�ient fration of neutrons in the osmiray �ux.4.1. Inverse �-deay on bakground neutrinosThe simplest of the above mehanisms is the inverse�-deay p + �� ! n + e+. The ross setion of this re-ation is [22℄�(p�� ! ne+) � 1�G2F (g2V + 3g2A)E2;where g2V + 3g2A � 5:7 and E is the neutrino energy inthe proton rest frame. When E reahes approximately1 GeV, the ross setion levels out and stabilizes at thevalue �max � 10�14 b. With this maximum value takenfor the estimate, the rate of the onversion isRmax � 4 � 10�12 Mp�1: (2)Thus, these proesses are totally negligible.4.2. Creation of neutrons in radiation �eldsThe proess of reation of neutrons in interationsof the osmi-ray primaries with the bakground pho-tons produes the largest ontribution, and we there-fore onsider it in greatest detail.559



P. G. Tinyakov, I. I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 20084.2.1. Galati and extragalati radiation�elds and reation ratesIn the laboratory frame, the rate of reations withthe photon bakground is given by the standard expres-sion R = Z d3p n(p)(1� v os �)�(~!); (3)where p is the photon momentum, n(p) is the photondensity in the laboratory frame, �(~!) is the ross se-tion of the relevant reation in the rest frame of theprimary partile as a funtion of the energy of the in-ident photon ~! = p(1 � v os �),  is the gamma-fator of the primary partile in the laboratory frame,and v is its speed in the units of the speed of light( = 1=p1� v2). We assume  � 1 in what follows.In the ase of an isotropi bakground, this expres-sion an be simpli�ed. Integrating over angles, we �ndR() = 2�2 1Z0 dp n(p) 2pZ0 d! !�(!): (4)For blak-body radiation with a temperature T , wehave n(p) = nT (p) � 2(2�)3 1ep=T � 1 : (5)This gives the answer in the ase of the CMBR. Otherbakgrounds, Galati and extragalati, are usuallyharaterized in the literature by the spetral energydistribution I(�; i) (energy per unit frequeny per unitsolid angle), whih is in turn usually expressed in termsof the Plank funtion B�(T ) and emissivity �I(�; i) = �(�; i)B�(T ): (6)Here, i is the line-of-sight unit vetor. For blak-bodyradiation, �(�; i) = 1. The Plank funtion, written asa funtion of the photon momentum p = 2��, takes theform Bp(T ) = p3nT (p): (7)Therefore, the photon number density for the bak-ground with the known emissivity is given byn(p) = �(p=2�)nT (p): (8)In what follows, we are interested in the Gala-ti and extragalati far-infrared bakgrounds (FIRB)(see [23℄ for a reent review). Aording to Ref. [24℄, theisotropi extragalati FIRB an be parameterized by�(p) = 1:3 � 10�5 (p=p0)0:64; (9)

where p0 = 144 K (whih orresponds to �0 == 100 m�1), while the temperature parameter innT (p) orresponds to T = 18:5 K.The Galati FIRB has been measured byCOBE/DIRBE. The spetral energy density I(�; i) asa funtion of galati oordinates an be downloadedfrom [25℄. The radiation is dominated by the Galatiplane, where the Galati bulge is by far the brightestregion. This radiation �eld an be approximated by apoint soure in the Galati enter. We have veri�edthat this approximation gives a good agreement withthe exat alulations for osmi ray trajetories thatdo not pass lose to the Galati enter.Aording to [26℄, the averaged spetral propertiesof the Galati FIRB an be desribed by nT (p) withT = 20:4 K and �(p) / p2. In what follows, we there-fore use �(p) = I0r2 p2 Æ(n� n0) (10)for the Galati FIRB, where I0 is the normalizationfator, n = p=p, n0 is the unit vetor in the diretionfrom the Galati enter, and r is the distane to theGalati enter. The onstant I0 an be found by nor-malizing the total luminosity within the Sun orbit tothe measured value LG = 1:8 �1010L� � 7 �1036 W [26℄,where L� is the Sun luminosity. We thus �ndI0 = 63LG8�4T 6 :The reation rate in Eq. (3) an then be expressedasR(; r; �) = 12664�7 LGT 6r2 (1� os �)�� 1Z0 dp p4�(~!)exp(p=T )� 1 ; (11)where ~! = p(1 � os �) for an ultrarelativisti ini-dent partile and � is the ollision angle between theosmi-ray primary and the bakground photon.4.2.2. Conversion in the extragalati spaeThe fration of neutrons reated over the distane dlis Rdl. Due to the �nite neutron lifetime, the frationof neutrons that reah the Solar system is given byF () = R 1Z0 e�l=�dl = R�; (12)where R is given by Eq. (4) and560
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10 100=10910�510�410�310�210�1F
Galaxy1The fration F of neutrons produed per one inidentpartile (solid lines) in the reations 4He+ ! 3He+n(left urve) and p+  ! n + �+ (right urve) on thebakground radiation �elds as a funtion of the -fa-tor of the inident partile. Dotted and dash-dottedlines respetively show ontributions of the extragala-ti (CBR) and Galati bakgrounds� = 0:86 1011 Mpis the mean propagation distane of the free neutron.The funtion F () is shown in Figure by dottedlines for the two reations, the pion photoprodutionp +  ! n + �+ and the reation of nulear photodis-soiation 4He +  ! 3He + n. In these alulations,the experimentally measured ross setions of the or-responding reations were used [27, 28℄.4.2.3. Conversion in the Galati infraredradiation �eldIn this ase, the number of neutrons produed perone inident partile is determined by the reation rate(11) integrated along the partile trajetory,F (;  ) = 1Z0 dl R(; r; �) e�l=�; (13)where l is the distane from the Sun along the traje-tory and r is the distane from the urrent point tothe Galati enter. In the ase where the radiation�eld is approximated by a single soure in the Galatienter, the partile trajetory is ompletely harater-ized by the angle  that it forms with the diretionto the Galati antienter ( = � orresponds to thetrajetory that passes through the Galati enter). Interms of this angle, the distane r entering Eq. (13) isgiven by r =pD2 + l2 + 2Dl os 

and the ollision angle � isos � = �D os + lr ;where D � 8 kp is the distane from the Sun to theGalati enter.The Galati ontribution F (;  ) to the fration ofthe produed neutrons in the ase  = 90Æ is shownin Figure by the dash-dotted lines for the reationsp+ ! n+�+ and 4He+ ! 3He+n. Here, we haveagain used the ross setions measured experimentally.As far as the orrelations observed in the HiResdata at E > 1019 eV are onerned, the relevant rangeof the -fators is (1�2) � 1010. In this range, the rea-tion 4He+ ! 3He+n is irrelevant for distant soures.Indeed, in the ase of 4He, these -fators orrespondto energies (4�8) � 1019 eV. The helium nulei of suhenergies do not propagate over several hundred mega-parses [29℄, and therefore annot be present in theosmi ray �ux oming from BL Las. The other rea-tion, p+  ! n + �+, produes a fration of neutronsat the level of (a few) � 10�4 (see Figure), whih is notsu�ient to explain orrelations by almost two ordersof magnitude.4.3. Neutron prodution in ollisions withinterstellar matterNeutrons an be produed in ollisions of hadroniprimaries with the interstellar gas in the Galaxy. Theonversion probability is given by the optial depth� = N�g , where N is the olumn density of the inter-vening interstellar gas in a given diretion and �g is theinteration ross setion. To explain orrelations [3, 4℄,� & 10�2 is required.A typial value of the HI (neutral hydrogen) olumndensity in diretions of the Galati poles is NHI �� 1020 m�2 [30℄. Using the value of the total pp rosssetion at relevant energies, �pp � 100 mb = 10�25 m2as an upper limit for �g , we �nd �pp � 10�5, whih istoo small to produe the required fration of neutrons.The argument an be rephrased in a di�erent way.We may assume that a mass fration � of the Galatihalo onsists of baryons inluding nulei, neutral gas,ionized gas, and possibly dark baryons. The olumnmass density of matter in the diretion of the Galatiantienter, as dedued from the Milky Way rotationalurve, is of the order of 1022 GeV m�2 [31℄, and there-fore the olumn density of baryons is of the order of� � 1022 m�2. To reprodue the required rate of pnonversions, we would need a fration � & 10, whih islearly impossible.6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 561



P. G. Tinyakov, I. I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008As a side remark, we note that neutrons an in prin-iple be produed in the interations of primary protonswith a nonbaryoni dark matter in the Galati halo.Parameterizing the relevant ross setion in the energyrange of interest as � � E�20 and using the matter ol-umn density of the Galati halo ited above, we �nd�pDM � 10�2�1 TeVE0 �2 1 eVmDM ;where mDM is the mass of the dark-matter partile.Among the senarios involving new physis, this onehas several advantages. It automatially provides anormal shower development in the atmosphere (on-trary to the models with new partiles as neutral mes-sengers [32, 33℄) and avoids the problem of messengerprodution in the ative Galati nulei [34℄. In ad-dition, we know from preision osmologial data thatthe non-baryoni dark matter must exist. Correlationsin this senario should dissappear at E . 1017 eV dueto the �nal lifetime of the neutron. We also note thatthe existene of the Greisen � Zatsepin �Kuzmin ut-o� [35, 36℄ in the osmi ray spetrum should be ex-peted in this model.5. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, we have onsidered di�erent meha-nisms that ould potentially explain the observed or-relations of the osmi-ray events with BL Las at theenergy E � 1019 eV and the angle near 0:6Æ oini-dent with the angular resolution of the HiRes exper-iment. We found that the mehanisms that assumeonly known partiles and interations under-produethe �ux of neutral partiles needed to explain theseorrelations by at least two orders of magnitude.There remains a possibility of an astrophysial so-lution, whih is related to our insu�ient knowledge ofthe GMF. The observed tight orrelations an poten-tially be explained if there exist windows in the GMFwith a very low value of the oherent omponent of the�eld and a small oherene length of the turbulent om-ponent. Although this possibility is exoti, it annot beexluded at present.The mehanisms disussed in this paper are basedon the known physis, i. e., they ertainly operate inNature provided the osmi-ray �ux ontains lightnulei or protons. One of these mehanisms, the on-version of protons to neutrons, implies that at energiesaround 1020 eV, a few perent of the ultrahigh-energyprotons (f. Figure) are onverted into neutrons andross the GMF unde�eted. Therefore, if the osmi
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